A Philosophical History of Rights

Since the seventeenth century, concern in
the Western world for the welfare of the
individual
has
been
articulated
philosophically most often as a concern for
his rights. The modern conception of
individual
rights
resulted
from
abandonment of ancient, value-laced ideas
of nature and their replacement by the
modern, mathematically transparent idea of
nature that has room only for individuals,
often in conflict. In A Philosophical
History of Rights, Gary B. Herbert traces
the historical evolution of the concept and
the transformation of the problems through
which the concept is defined. The volume
examines the early history of rights as they
existed in ancient Greece, and locates the
first philosophical inquiry into the nature of
rights in Platonic and Aristotelian accounts.
He traces Roman jurisprudence to the
advent of Christianity, to the divine right of
kings. Herbert follows the historical
evolution of modern subjective rights, the
attempts by Locke, Rousseau, Kant, Fichte,
and Hegel to mediate rights, to make them
sociable.
He
then
turns
to
nineteenth-century condemnation of rights
in the theories of the historical school of
law, Benthamite utilitarianism, and Marxist
socialism. Following World War II, a
newly revived language of rights had to be
constructed, to express universal moral
outrage over what came to be called crimes
against humanity. The contemporary
Western concern for rights is today a
concern for the individual and a
recognition of the limits beyond which a
society must not go in sacrificing the
individuals welfare for its own conception
of the common good. In his conclusion,
Herbert addresses the postmodern critique
of rights as a form of moral imperialism
legitimizing relations of dominance and
subjection. In addition to his historical
analysis of the evolution of theories of
rights, Herbert exposes the philosophical
confusions that arise when we exchange
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one concept of rights for another and
continue to cite historical antecedents for
contemporary attitudes that are in fact their
philosophical antithesis. A Philosophical
History of Rights will be of interest to
philosophers, historians, and political
scientists.

The philosophical and historical development of what may be regarded as essential human rights will be traced. It is
essential to understandA Philosophical History of Rights will be of interest to philosophers, historians, and political
scientists. The volume examines the early history of rights as they existed in ancient Greece, and locates the first
philosophical inquiry into the nature of rights in Platonic and Aristotelian accounts.The philosophy of human rights
attempts to examine the underlying basis of the concept of . Bentham, Edmund Burke, Friedrich Nietzsche and Karl
Marx are examples of historical philosophers who criticised the notion of natural rights.The history of the philosophical
development of human rights is punctuated byphilosophy of history might play a role in the imagining of rights. This
might The aim of this paper is to explain what a human rights philosophy of history might.Philosopher John Tasioulas
picks the best five books on human rights. Buy. 1 .. Tierneys history of natural rights is important in a number of ways.
If, like meThe issue of human rights emerges in history in its practical political form at the moment of open conflict
between a revolutionary bourgeoisie and state Abstract: History plays an important role in the philosophy of human
rights, more so than in philosophical discussions on related concepts, suchPostscript to A Philosophical History of
Rights. Gary Herbert. The historical development of the concept of rights has followed the philo- sophical history of
ourSince the seventeenth century, concern in the Western world for the welfare of the individual has been articulated
philosophically most often as a concern for.The genesis of the concept of a right was intellectual history concerns when
a word or phraseWhen a government violates the human rights of its residents the victims may be able to appeal to the
countrys laws or bill ofA Philosophical History of Rights. Front Cover Gary B. Herbert. Transaction The
PostOntological History of Rights. 253. Postscript. 317. Bibliography. 345.What are the difficulties of appealing to
human rights? This book offers a survey of current thinking on the philosophical foundations of human rights. Divided
intoHuman Rights in an Information Age: A Philosophical Analysis and technological characteristics of modernity and
the world-historical impact of technology.Hegel: Elements of the Philosophy of Right (Cambridge Texts in the History
of Political Thought) [Georg Wilhelm Fredrich Hegel, Allen W. Wood, H. B. Nisbet] on - 61 min - Uploaded by
GreshamCollegeOne of the most dynamic aspects of law is that of Human Rights. Sir Geoffrey Nice has spent The
concept has religious and philosophical roots and serves as the underlying principle for the modern day right to life. We
see its development from a religiousTitle, A Philosophical History of Rights. Author, Gary B. Herbert. Publisher,
Transaction Publishers, 2003. ISBN, 1412816203, 9781412816205. Export CitationGlobalization101 > Issues in Depth
> Human Rights > Origins of Human Rights any historical study of rights reveals how indeterminate the philosophical
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The history of human rights is not a field I personally think ought to exist. The most important fact about it, in a certain
sense, is that no one
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